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Pharmacy Cricket

10th National Carnival
A moment of history for Pharmacy in
Australia
Never has a sporting event such as Pharmacy Cricket achieved what
happened in Melbourne in January 2017. A dinner with 140 present,
held in the Long Room of the Melbourne Cricket Ground with one of
the most outstanding guest speakers, Mr Bill Lawry.
This is the first time since 1908, when cricket for the pharmacists of
Australia commenced, that such an event has occurred. This was a
first of Pharmacy Cricket and for Pharmacy in Australia.
The Carnival trophy, ‘The Chemists Interstate Challenge
Cricket Shield’ is the oldest trophy for a sporting event in
Australian pharmacy and records the results of all the games played.
It is almost as old as the Ashes Urn but must rank equally as
important to pharmacy as that trophy held at the Lords Ground in
London.

The Chemists Interstate Challenge Cricket Shield

President’s Report
To achieve a moment of history is not often available to many. Pharmacy Cricket in
January 2017 in Melbourne reached that goal. Such a moment occurred at the 10th
National Cricket Carnival played over four days by holding the ‘Trophy’ presentation
dinner in the Long Room at the Melbourne Cricket Ground with 140 present ; add one
of Australia’s best known former Test Captains and recognised cricket commentators
and the magic of the moment was unique.
Never has Pharmacy Cricket held a dinner with such a number present and never in such an iconic place
with such a guest speaker as Bill Lawry. This is not only an achievement for Pharmacy Cricket; it is unique
for Pharmacy in Australia as it is associated with a sporting event with a history dating back to 1908 when
cricket for pharmacy commenced.
The Carnival trophy ‘The Chemists Interstate Challenge Cricket Shield’ is the oldest sporting trophy in
Australian Pharmacy and a magnificent example of the silversmith art recording the details of the various
games played.
Pharmacy Cricket has played a National Carnival in every State of Australia with the exception of Tasmania
and the Northern Territory.
This season we noted the win by the Blues after a nine year wait to claim the match against the Golds to now
hold the ‘Wilkinson’ cup.
The match Pharmacy v Dentistry became a match between two pharmacy teams, as Dentistry was unable to
provide a team. This was played at the home ground of the Blacktown CC at Glendenning and was also a
time to remember Ben Thompson the 21 year old son of Steve Thompson. Ben passed away suddenly late in
2016.
The traditional match Sydney v Newcastle was cancelled due to rain. Although not played it was decided to
rename the trophy for this match the ‘Ben Thompson, Memorial Cup’
Greg Hodgson 2017

Pharmacy Cricket
National Carnival Trophy Dinner
13th January 2017
The ‘Long’ Room Melbourne Cricket Ground
An event of pharmacy history.

Victorian captain Paul Wickham with the ‘Shield’

Bowler of the Carnival

Player of the Carnival

Batsman of the Carnival

Jason Harvey SA

Christian Hernandez NSW

Arham Hashmi SA

The opportunity to visit the MCG Long Room is a special occasion, but the chance to hold the
Pharmacy Cricket carnival final dinner in the Long Room was a truly memorable event. Players,
family and supporters were treated to a wonderful evening at a world class venue overlooking the
iconic MCG pitch.
The Master of Ceremony for the dinner, Michael Nunan, welcomed the guests with wit and charm
drawing references to the events of the week, on and off the pitch with humour and warmth to
entertain and set the standard for the evening. Pharmacy cricket president Greg Hodgson received a
special welcome from those attending and took the stage share the story of how the event came to
be, drawing on the deep connections of the pharmacy cricket family. All attending acclaimed Greg
for his efforts and thanked the Pharmacy Cricket supporters and sponsors whose generosity was
well recognized.
Continued on opposite page
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Dinner report continued

Brian Booth & Bill Lawry with the Carnival Trophy
The ‘Shield’
Former Australian cricketer and Pharmacy Cricket Patron, Brian Booth, had the task of introducing
the after dinner speaker, Bill Lawry AM. Using an engaging and witty style Brian described his
friendship with Lawry providing some unique insights into the man and the cricketer, as well as
some special shared experiences on the pitch. He particularly recounted Bill Lawry’s willingness to
arrive at the ground ready to bat, not matter what the conditions or the situation of the game.
Many in attendance would know of Bill Lawry from his role as a cricket commentator and a few
may have heard him speak previously, but all in attendance were left in awe of a consummate and
charming speaker. Bill Lawry entertained, informed and titillated the audience, regaling stories and
insight from his days playing cricket for Victoria and Australia with some of the greats of the game,
from touring cricket sides, experiences at the MCG and the early days of his role in the Nine
Network cricket commentary team (which included some very funny anecdotes related to Kerry
Packer). Towards the end of his presentation, Lawry paused and asked if there were any questions
from the audience. With style and experience he addressed a broad range of questions from his
views on former great Victorian cricketers through to his thoughts on the future of game amidst the
changes in cricketing format, such as the rise of 20/20 cricket.
All were left entertained and much richer for the engaging dinner and great fellowship at what must
be argued as one of the best Pharmacy Cricket dinners to date.
Report. Andrew McLachlan
Awards
Carnival Winners 2017:
The Victorian Pharmacy Crocket Team,
Player of the Carnival 2017: Christian Hernandez
Bowler of the Carnival 2017: Jason Harvey
Batsman of the cCrnival 2017: Arham Hashmi
Mar 5N

Personalities at the Carnival

Julie & Peter Mikhail with Jens Christensen
Peter O’Reilly and Steve Thompson

Our BBQ hosts Tony & Genny Nunan

Andrew McLachlan & Genny Nunan

Mick Vlatko, Bob O’Shannassy & Binh Luu

Jason Harvey, Alex Page & Kym Laslett

More at the Carnival

The South Australian group
Jan & Stephen Speirs
Jason Harvey, Irfan Hashmi,
Kym Laslett Michel Broadbent,
& Bob O’Shannassy.

Coeby Nicholson, Rachel Harvey,
Sarah & Matt Jardine.

Will Clayton is presented with his Pharmacy
Autograph hunter
Cricket Scholarship
Bill Lawry signs the dinner program for Thos
(He had to, borrow a coat)
Hodgson. Peter O’Reilly & Greg Hodgson look on.

The Queensland fellows
The victorious team
More from Queensland
Michael Nock, Kirk Richards
Victoria
Tom Adams, Ivor North
Kiran John & Anthony Allan National Champions 2016 - 2017
& Colin Hill

Pharmacy Cricket
National Carnival Melbourne
10th January 2017
Victoria v Queensland
St Barnabas Baldwyn

Queensland
The day didn’t start well with news that Booroondara Council hadn’t turned off the sprinklers
to the turf wicket prepared for the game. Without other options available, both teams decided
that the game would be played on a hard wicket on the oval adjacent to the turf ground.
Queensland won the toss and decided to bat. Jeff Gallagher’s first over resulted in two
wickets and Queensland were immediately under pressure. Steve White bowling in
partnership, kept runs to a minimum with consecutive maidens. Nock came out and relieved
some pressure with an impressive six straight back over Gallagher’s head. Harris kept his
wicket at the other end as Qld stabilised. Nock continued to score freely at the other end
before Mick Nunan was given the ball with immediate result, collecting Harris after a hard
fought 13.
From there Qld struggled. Nock was finally bowled by Nunan for 30. The tail offered little
resistance with Jeff Facey picking up a handy 4 wickets with his right arm orthodox spin. Hill
and Richards added some handy runs for the last wicket before Paul Wickham pulled off the
catch of the carnival off his own bowling to close out the innings for 99.
It wasn’t a huge total, but the runs still had to me made. Victoria started impressively with
Bernie Borg making an effortless 40no. At the other end, Jeff Gallagher was caught behind
for 5 before Ben “Richo” Richardson came in and steadied the ship with Borg. The total of 99
was never enough as Victoria cruised to an easy victory after some late wickets and great
bowling by K.John.
Jeff Facey was Man of the match with 4/26 and 14no.
FEB 8N

Report. Stephen Speirs.

Carnival moments and personalities.

Steven Thompson receives his
presentation Victoria cap

Bill Lawry

Andrew McLachlan

A Queensland player
cap presentation

The Victoria team at the dinner

Lorelie O’Reilly

Mar 9N

Victoria & New South Wales

St Joseph’s College Geelong

New South Wales

Jason Harvey

‘Walk Off’

NSW batsman just regains his crease

Pharmacy Cricket
National Carnival Melbourne
11th January 2017
Victoria v New South Wales
Como Park Prahran

Victoria & New South Wales
Before the game the Victorian team captain Paul Wickham, in a moving tribute , presented Steve
Thompson with a Victorian Pharmacy Cricket cap in recognition of the contribution of his son Ben
Thompson.
NSW won the toss and elected to bat. Anthony BouAntoun and Sean Grobbelaar set about building
a solid start but both fell for an unlucky 13 runs which included a cracking six from BouAntoun.
Christian Hernandez (10) stabilised the innings before falling caught behind to a Mick Nunan ball
(1/21). Ben Weick led the charge for NSW with a stunning 49 not out , coming back after retiring
with a impressive 6 (which made it onto the road). Peter Mikhal impressed with 34 as did Brenton
Hart (17), Steve Thompson (12 which included an impressive boundary) and Nic McLachlan (6)
contributed to the total. NSW finished the 40 overs with 9/187.
Paul Wickham (1/24), Mick Nunan (1/21), S White (1/21) and Jeff Gallagher (0/19) contributed
with Economical bowling and wickets but Lee Newey, wicket keeper turned tweeker , was the
destroyer with 4/27.
Paul Wickham (42) and Ben Richardson (41) started in a commanding fashion with some
impressive and imposing cricket. NSW could not hold two critical catches and paid the price. Both
batsmen retired. Facey (9) contributed but it was Newey (40 off 23 balls) and Richardson (43) who
did the damage in the middle order with commanding innings. The NSW bowlers toiled (Clayton
0/20, Hart 1/44, Cameron 0/37, BouAntoun 1/20, McLachlan 0/25, Thompson 0/11, Luu 0/13) but
could not stem the flow of runs with Victoria overhauling the total in 34 overs finishing 2/188

Man of the match: Steve Thompson

Report. Andrew McLachlan

Carnival moments & personalities.

Genny Nunan

Peter O’Reilly
The Toss
Victoria v Queensland

Paul Wickham cooks
New South Wales at the dinner
Will Clayton

Brian Booth

Victoria the National Champions

The way to play a good drive

Renae Lloyd
Scholarship recipient

Binh Luu

St Joseph’s College Geelong

Pharmacy Cricket
National Carnival Melbourne
12th January 2017
New South Wales V Queensland
St Joseph’s Geelong

Queensland
A 20/20 match
NSW won the toss and sent Queensland in to build a solid total in a must win match. Tight
and tactical bowling by NSW meant the run scoring was difficult. Jason Roberts ground out a
tough 11 runs and "Cobra" Nicholson made a competitive 9 runs. Wickets fell and dot balls
accumulated. Will Clayton (3/10, including hat trick ball), Brenton Hart (3/11) and Graeme
Cameron (2/3) were the pick of the NSW bowlers and Qld destroyers but all bowlers
contributed (Steve Thompson 1/9, BouAntoun 1/8, Andrew McLachlan 0/9). A classic one
handed full body length diving catch in the gully by Ben Weick was a highlight of the NSW
fielding effort. Qld were all out in the 17th over for 51.
Nic (13) and Andrew (4) McLachlan openned the NSW batting to face some excellent
bowling from the Queenslanders. Peter Mikhail (2) and Will Clayton (9 n.o.) contributed but
it was Christian Hernandez who provided the afternoon entertainment with an impressive 23
(including 5 boundaries) off 11 balls. NSW reaching the total in the 12th over.
Man of the match : Will Clayton

Will receives his ‘Man of the Match’ award

Report Andrew McLachlan

Pharmacy Cricket
National Carnival Melbourne
10th January 2017
New South Wales v South Australia
Como Park Prahran

South Australia & New South Wales
South Australia won the toss and captain Jason Harvey elected to bat. The openers Arham Hashmi
(42) and Mathew Jardine (9) set the tone with some impressive cricket shots in the opening session.
Arham set up an excellent innings with 6 boundaries retiring at 40 and sharing a major partnership
with Irfan Hashmi who crafted a tidy 26 runs (including 4 boundaries and a six). This solid start set
South Australia up for a solid target. The middle order couldn't maintain the momentum as wickets
fell despite some sharp batting from Vlatko (9), Boyd (6) and Broadbent (10).
All of the NSW bowlers executed their task effectively with excellent performances from Will
Clayton (1/19, 5 overs), Graeme Cameron (3/20, 8 overs), Brent on Hart (0/27, 5overs), Anthony
BounAntoun (2/26, 5 overs) and Andrew McLachlan (4/24, 4 overs). Nic McLachlan provided
some excellent glove work behind the stumps, including one caught behind.
South Australia all out for 123 in the 32nd over.
The NSW openers Sean Grobbelaar (40) and Anthony BouAntoun (40) set about the chase with
some smart cricket and expert running between the wickets. Both reached retirement at 40 runs
including 4 boundaries and well 6 from Grobbelaar. Captain Christian Hernandez (1 boundary and
a six) set about the task of chasing the target with an exciting 20 run innings and Ben Weick (7) finished
the match with a six.
The South Australian bowlers toiled in the heat with some solid bowling from Michael Broadbent
(0/20), economical Arham Hashmi (0/12), Jason Harvey (0/22), irfan Hashmi (0/25), Mick Vlatko
(0/14) and Alex page (0/9). NW reached 126 passing the total in the 25th over without losing a
wicket.

Man of the match. Andrew McLachlan
Report Andrew Mclachlan

Pharmacy Cricket
National Carnival Melbourne
12th January 2017
Victoria v South Australia
St Joseph’s Geelong

Victoria National Champions 2017
The day started rather comically with our bus driver having no clue how to get on the Geelong Freeway.
The Vics started to get concerned when he kept turning away from the obvious route back into traffic. The
driver, after an hour of Benny Hill like driving finally had us heading down to Geelong.
We arrived at St Josephs after a two-hour journey. But as is the spirit of Pharmacy Cricket, fun was had by
all on the way down. As we were a little late, we had to get the game under way asap. Wickham won the
toss for Victoria and sent SA in on what looked like a magnificent batting strip at St Joseph’s oval.
SA sent out their openers to a beautiful back drop of Port Phillip Bay. Aahsan Hashmi showed the Vics he
had definitely grown up, belting the Vic opening bowlers for a quick fire 15. He looked ominous before
going after one too many and being caught by Steve White. Soon after, Mick Nunan took an outfield catch
off Chug that he considered to be the catch of the century. The rest of us thought he was late to react and
very lucky to catch it! Irfan added a handy 10, but pressure was applied by the Vics making every run
difficult for SA to score. Wickets fell regularly as SA could not find a winning partnership. Nick Partridge
added a handy 16 before being stumped off Chug.
Rob O’Shannassy made a return to the crease and was batting to a standard of his past years before calling
a very dicey second run that would see him pulling his hammy mid pitch. He fell to the ground and there
was no way he could ever make it to the other end. A sad way to go, but the Vic’s in good spirit carried
him off the ground. There was some late hitting by Jason Harvey that included two massive sixes before
being caught going for his third. South Australia finished with 106.
Paul Wickham opened with late fill in Todd Bennett, as he had to go to work at 1pm in Geelong. He made
a handy 27 before having to leave. Michael Nunan chipped in for 14, before a batting collapse had the
Vic’s struggling. Steve Speirs came in and after offering a few chances started making headway into the
SA score. The wickets kept tumbling at the other end before Richo came in with Speirsy to close out the
SA score of 106.
The Man of the Match went to Stephen Speirs after a hard fought 25no to get the Vics over the line.
We were treated by St.Joseph’s to a magnificent lunch. Both sides stayed around for a few beers watching
the NSW v Qld game with a backdrop that could be considered one of the best ever at Pharmacy Cricket. A
big thankyou to the friendly members of St.Pats that made the day a very very good one. I’m sure
St.Josephs and Geelong would make a perfect venue for a future carnival.
Report Stephen Speirs
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A Vitoria batsman hits our !

A perfect cover drive

Queensland

Steve Thompson
‘Man of the Match’

South Australia & New South Wales

Stephen Speirs

Paul Wickham with the ‘Shield’

St Joseph’s College Geelong

The three winners
Bowler, Player & Batsman

Will Clayton
‘Man of the Match’

A moment of reflexion.
The trophy for the match
Sydney v Newcastle

Now renamed The Ben Thompson Memorial Cup
Ben Thompson the 21year old son of our long standing member Steve Thompson
passed away suddenly last year after cricket practice with his local club. Many who
played in our National Cricket Carnival over past years will remember Ben as he
always came with his Dad and played whenever an opportunity was available to play
with any team who had a place.
A group of the New South Wales team who knew Ben, travelled to Coffs Harbour,
his new home, to attend the funeral. Subsequently it was suggested as a gesture to
this friendly and polite young man, that the trophy for the annual match between
Sydney and Newcastle be renamed as the ‘Ben Thompson Memorial Cup’.
Unfortunately due to heavy rain, the match for this season had to be cancelled.
However the trophy will be renamed and presented when the match is played next
season.

Steve receives his
‘Man of the Match’ award
Steve is presented with a
Victorian Team cap from
Paul Wickham

Steve Thompson

Pharmacy Cricket
Match at Blacktown Cricket Club
Ground
Glendenning Sunday 20th November 2016

Christian Hernandez and Andrew McLachlan
With their award their Oral B pack.

Our most kind & generous host
Buckets’ with his ‘Thank You’ award

Oral–B Genius power toothbrush
Oral-B Genius power toothbrush
The Captains ‘Toss’ the coin.
A memory to Ben Thompson

The two teams stand to remember Ben Thompson

The teams at the start of play

Pharmacy Cricket
Oral B Challenge
Joe Macleer Oval Glendenning
Sunday 20th November 2016

Sunday 20th Nov as another Pharmacy Cricket outing with the Hernandez Golds having a great
day out against the McLachlan Blues at Blacktown Oval, hosted by the very welcoming
Blacktown Cricket Club and generously supported by Oral B.
The day commenced on an important sombre note with all players, officials and attending friends
and family observing a moment silence in memory of Ben Thompson. Greg Hodgson, Pharmacy
Cricket President, led the tributes about Ben as a young man with an enthusiasm and a love for
the game, a passion he shared with many in attendance when he played pharmacy cricket with
his father Steve.
The Blues won the toss and elected to bowl. Will Clayton (adopted McLachlan) opened the
bowling taking a wicket in the first over of the day and then snaring the prize wicket of Anthony
BouAntoun in the 3rd over when Anthony shouldered arms to a ball that cut back and took his
off stump. Clayton finished with an impressive 3/30 off 5 overs.
Captain Hernandez stepped up, as the opening wickets fell, to steady the ship crafting an
impressive 86 runs not out (with 10 fours and 4 sixes, including 3 sixes in one over when a took
a liking to Alex McLachlan's 0/43 off spinners). Brenton Hart also had a great day with the bat
crafting a not out 47 including 6 boundaries. Hernandez and Hart provided the foundation for the
Gold's impressive total of 9/221 well supported by contributions from Mikhail (18), Keats (7),
Keating (12), Grimshaw (12) and Holt (8). For the Blues, Clayton lead the bowling attack with
the remaining wickets shared by Zac (1/29) and Craig (1/11) Sheffield and Jared (1/21), Gabriel
(1/23), Tim (1/27), Anthony (1/5) and Glenn (1/12) McLachlan. Nic McLachlan had some nice
glove work behind the stumps, including fast hands for a sharp stumping.
The Blues set about the task of chasing the big total led by solid knock from Clayton (32
including 4 fours). But it was the poetic bowling of John Keats who finished with what must be a
Pharmacy Cricket best with the impressive figures of 6/5 off 7 overs. His tempo certainly struck
a chord, standing and delivering with his unique walk in. This performance included 2 overs in
which he snared a rhyming couplet of wickets. The Golds has some solid bowling performances
from Grimshaw (1/9) and Keating (2/11) with Hernandez snaring the final wicket (1/4). Alex and
Anthony McLachlan contributed a solid 12 runs each but fell short with a total of 69.
As usually the match was played in a great spirit and was an ideal hit out for Hernandez and Hart
prior to the National Carnival in January 2017.
Not surprisingly John Keats was named Man of the Match.
Report Andrew McLachlan

Pharmacy Cricket
Golds win after a nine year wait
Shore School B Ground Northbridge
Sunday 9th October 2016

Blues & Golds

The Pharmacy Gold’s led by Captain Christian Hernandez have triumphed in a classic Pharmacy Blues vs
Golds match. The cricket was played in a great spirit and the result (as usual) went down to the wire.
Winning the toss the Blues Captain BouAntoun decided to bat. Mark Sheppard impressed with an opening
boundary but didn’t stay long. Tom Colgan steadied and crafted a solid innings, including an impressive hook
for 4 runs off a Will Clayton bouncer. Unfortunately for the Blues, wickets continued to fall regularly at the
other end with Matt Perry, Peter Mikhail (1), Nic McLachlan (14), and Matt Went (9) all falling cheaply until
newcomer Joshua Perry (26) hit the crease to help set up the backbone of the Blues innings before being run
out. Alex McNamara impressed with 26 and the other Blues fell cheaply to an excellent spell from Nick
Bennie who impressed with 3/20 before Tom Colgan came back to take his 40 (retired) to 51 not out
(including 9 fours). A highlight was Ben Weick’s catch of the match, snaring Anthony BouAntoun, taking what
was considered by all a cracking catch. Brenton Hart’s 2/16 was his last ditch effort as a bachelor, while Will
Clayton (1/6) and John Keats (1/11) were effective and economical. Tim McLachlan’s (1/19) left-handed
leggies saw some action. The Blues settled with a score of all out for 139.
The Gold’s strode to the crease needing 140 for victory. Ben Weick’s 31 runs consisting of 4 fours and a six
set a commanding tone, while Nick Bennie followed up his bowling efforts with a tidy 21 (including 4 fours).
Nic McLachlan executed quick hands for a stumping off his dad’s bowling (A McLachlan, 2/26) to trap a
threatening Will Clayton. Christian Hernandez provided great value for the crowd with a captain’s knock of
26 runs including 2 spectacular sixes (one shot was a cover drive for 6 runs! – Christian said “he threw the
kitchen sink at the ball”, while it looked more like he threw the whole kitchen at it!). Brenton sealed the deal
with a well struck 4 to bring it home for the Golds (8/140) in the end.
Man of the Match voted by the Umpires and team captains was Tom Colgan. Tom, playing his first Pharmacy
Cricket match and is the grandson of a pharmacist, opened the batting for the Blues making 51 not out and
Report Andrew McLachlan
then taking 3 wickets (3/14). Well done Tom!
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